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Electric Thruster RIM6

Purchase Order
Public Price List 2021
Last Name :

First Name :

Adress :

Mail :

Phone :

Company :
Description

RIM6 electric thruster - 6 kW
Control lever + Power box including
controller and line contactor + integration
support
Lithium energy pack
Including 48V105Ah battery, Lithium Iron
Phosphate, circuit breaker, pre-wired
waterproof case, bluetooth charge monitor
- Weight 38kg - 3000 cycles.
Possibility of adding batteries in parallel price per additional unit
AGM sealed lead energy pack
Including 4 12V110Ah batteries - circuit
breaker, pre-wired waterproof case,
bluetooth charge monitor - Weight 128kg 500 cycles.

Quantity

Price
(VAT & other Taxes
Excluded)

Total amount

5825 €

4800 €

3490 €

1925 €

For Higher capacity please contact us.
Battery chargers :
- Normal model - around 15A
- Fast model - around 50A

650 €
1650 €

Accessories :
- Dust cover
- Extension for integration support

400 €
195 €

Amount without VAT…………………….… €
VAT.……………………….€
Net Price………...……………..€
Please note that we require a 50% down payment ……..…………….. €
Order confirmed with the down payment (bank transfer) of 50% of the total amount as deposit. Professionals price list valid until 12/31/2021 Delivery date : To be confirmed – EXW (incoterms 2020) - VANNES (56) - Sale Terms below.

Signature: Customer name - Date - Company stamp
(Preceded by the handwritten mention "good for agreement")
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Electric Thruster RIM6
Sales terms
Order, price, payment, delivery time
Since our products are subject to process adjustments, the delivery times indicated are obligations of means only and may vary.
HY-GENERATION will inform the Customer of any major variation in deadlines, if applicable.
The actual payment of the deposit will be interpreted as acceptance of this contract by the Customer.
HY-GENERATION reserves the right to refuse the order for reasons such as: product obviously inappropriate to the use or use
breaching with the terms of present sales terms, incompatible delivery time, or others.
The order will only be valid when all of the following conditions are met:
- the Customer provides HY-GENERATION with all the administrative details necessary for the sale, including but not limited to:
billing address, delivery address, if applicable, intra-community VAT number, etc.
- the down payment is paid.
- The Order is validated by Hy-Generation.
Payment by transfer to the following bank account:
CIC OUEST Bank
IBAN code: FR76 3004 7140 3400 0207 7000 171
BIC / SWIFT code: CMCIFRPP

Shipments - Risks - Return
The equipment is delivered ex works (EXW incoterms 2020) to the following address: HY-GENERATION at SOCOMORE, Avenue
Paul Duplaix, 56000 Vannes, FRANCE.
- Ownership and provision of the equipment is transferred to the Customer upon balance payment of the order.
- The risks and responsibilities related to the equipment are transferred to the Customer upon delivery of the product.
HY-GENERATION will not be liable to the Client for any infringement resulting from events beyond the reasonable control of
HY-GENERATION, including but not limited to cases of force majeure, war, riots, fires, strikes, terrorism, pandemics, lockouts or
other forms of industrial action.
The delivered equipment will not be accepted for return without the prior written consent of HY-GENERATION and unless the
equipment is returned in accordance with any applicable HY-GENERATION return procedure.
This offer and the object of sale of this offer should not be interpreted as granting explicitly or implicitly to the Customer an
intellectual property right (under any license or by any other means) concerning articles such as, without limitation, designs and
models , inventions, patents, trademarks, software or ideas relating to the equipment or services provided.
The Customer will take all reasonable precautions to prevent any form of reverse engineering related to the product, and to prevent
technical details from being disclosed to third parties without HY-GENERATION's consent.
The equipment and its components are subject to update without notice. Specifications may vary slightly from model to model.
Regarding the material, the Customer will take all reasonable precautions usually taken for prototypes.
The equipment contains sensitive parts concerning the safety of use.
It contains, among other sources of danger: high energy moving parts, high electric currents, electric voltages, heating zones.
Hy-GENERATION will not be responsible for any malfunctions, technical, electrical and electronic problems resulting from the use
of equipment (batteries, chargers, converters, etc.) not supplied by Hy-GENERATION.
HY-GENERATION will provide the Customer with a user manual detailing the restrictions for safe use of the equipment.
HY-GENERATION will not be responsible for any defects or consequences resulting from modifications not expressly approved
(including, but not limited to, modifications to the parameters of the controller) or from any misuse carried out on the equipment or
its components.

Governing law and court
Applicable law and competent court
This offer is subject to French law. Should any dispute arise between HY-GENERATION and the Customer that cannot be resolved
amicably, then such dispute shall be brought exclusively before the Commercial Court of Vannes, FRANCE.

Siège social : HY GENERATION - Le Prisme – Place Albert Einstein – CP14 – CS 72001 – 56038 VANNES CEDEX - FRANCE
Société par action simplifiée (SAS) - capital de 11 666,70 €
RCS VANNES 750 158 339 00028
N° TVA intracom - FR 48 750 158 339

